Sports Emmy Awards

OUTSTANDING LIVE SPECIAL

MLB at Field of Dreams
New York Yankees vs. Chicago White Sox

Executive Producers
Eric Shanks, Mark Silverman, Brad Zager

Senior Coordinating Producers
Judy H. Boyd, Kent Camera

Coordinating Producers
Pete Macheska, Bardia Shah-Rais

Senior Producer
P.T. Navarro

Producers
Jon Kaplan, Stephen Monte, Scott Riddell, Aaron Stojkov

Feature Producers
Erin Hoskins, Etienne Materre, Amada Materre, Dave Strumpf, Rick Thomas

Coordinating Directors
Matt Gangl, Geordie Wimmer

Senior Director
David Faller

Senior Associate Producers
Bryan Collucci, Matt Larussa, Cameron Mertens

Associate Producers
Wayne Fidelman, Jake Fuller, Noah Hammond, Brandon Henson, Steve Horn, Eron Iki, Craig Jacobson, Mike Jenkin, Dave Korus, Scott Laubacher, Frankie Luongo, Mark Mason, Anthony Masterson, Ty Mikan, Tyler Mustin, Bill Pinkel, Daisy Reynoso, Ryan Sheehy, Arianna Takis, Wendy Villarreal, Sam Vovsi, Mary-Hollis Williams, Jeff Wilson

Operations Producers
Matt Byers, Brad Cheney, Rod Conti, Francisco Contreras, Michael Davies, Jeffrey Hershey, Scott Lembke, Thomas Lynch, Emily McLanahan, Jennifer Nielsen, Juan-Carlos Ortiz, Marc Proval, Troy Steinly, Kevin Walter

Senior Associate Director
Larry Lancaster

Associate Directors
Bryan Biederman, Mark Maxham, Andrea Pearce, Ashley Sandoval

Editors
Brian Alexander, Adam Greenberg, Blake Jackson, Ryan Little, Matt Tan

World Feed Producers
Bernadette McDonald, Brian O’Gara

Stage Manager
Dom Tringali
OUTSTANDING LIVE SERIES

Monday Night Football with Peyton & Eli

Executive Producers
Stephanie Druley, Lee Fitting, Peyton Manning, Eli Manning

Senior Coordinating Producers
Steve Ackels, Ed Placey

Senior Producer
Bryan Ryder

Producers
Jen Aiello, Matthew Bernabeo, Ashley Braband, Dave Chamberlin

Field Producer
Dominick Vargas

Senior Coordinating Director
Lorenzo Lamadrid

Senior Director
Tom Lucas

Directors
Brian Girardin, Lucas Nickerson, Alex Tyner

Senior Associate Producers
Elle Hebel, Steven Kim, Amanda Paschal, Bryan Rourke

Associate Producers
Jeremy Drummond, Tim Langlois, Brian Meek, Emily Osman, Lou Russo, Brett Thompson, Sterling Xie

Operations Producers
Shea Byram, Diane MacLeod, Elle Ramaglia, William Weeks

Associate Director
Kaley Lamarca

Editors
Brian Creason, Alisha Fonseca, Marcus Fremont, Anthony Monteleone, Carlos Rivera, Sean Rosales, Ben Whitmire

Stage Manager
Mike Black
OUTSTANDING PLAYOFF COVERAGE

AFC Playoffs

Buffalo Bills vs. Kansas City Chiefs

Executive Producers
David Berson, Harold Bryant, Sean McManus

Senior Coordinating Producer
Stephen Karasik

Coordinating Producer
James C. Rikhoff

Producers
Ryan Galvin, Bryan Kosowski

Executive Producers
David Berson, Harold Bryant, Sean McManus

Senior Coordinating Producer
Stephen Karasik

Coordinating Producer
James C. Rikhoff

Producers
Ryan Galvin, Bryan Kosowski

OUTSTANDING EDITED EVENT COVERAGE

NFL Game Day All-Access
Super Bowl LVI

Executive Producers
Patrick Kelleher, Ross Ketover, Brian Rolapp, Hans Schroeder

Producers
Kevin Bushman, Julia Harmon, Jeff Larsen, Nick Mascolo, Eric Monaco, Gerry Reimel, Chip Swain

OUTSTANDING EDITED SPECIAL

KOBE: The Legend, The Legacy

Executive Producers
Michael Baltierra, Rob King, Jimmy Pitaro, Andy Tennant, Norby Williamson

Coordinating Producers
Vin Cannamela, Robbin Dunn, Mike Johns, Heather Lombardo, John N. Minton III, Eve Troeh

Feature Producers
Simon Baumgart, Mike Farrell, Jennifer Karson Strauss, Sarah Kazadi, Daniel Lindberg, Frank Saraceno, Jeremy Williams

Associate Producers
Kevin Davies, Alex Eliasof, Sheldon Freeman, David Seronick, Lauren Vassallo, Jared Yang, Quinton Zielke

Editors
Nate Ayoub, Justin Belcher, Raya Clay, Jennifer Holt, AJ Irish, Jenna Kijowski, Samantha Nicodemo, Amanda Winkler
OUTSTANDING HOSTED EDITED SERIES

Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel

Executive Producer
Joe Perskie
Senior Coordinating Producer
Nick Dolin
Coordinating Producer
Tim Walker
Producers
Maggie Burbank, Chapman Downes, Josh Fine, Nisreen Habbal, Jordan Kronick, Beret Remak, Jake Rosenwasser
Director
Rick Beczynski
Associate Producers
Evan Burgos, Waverly Colville, Max Gershberg, James Grachos, Daniel Litke, Stephen Lorenzo, Katie Melone, Hannah Vicente-Kliot, Gavin Webb
Operations Producer
Erica Fegely
Correspondents
Mary Carillo, Kavitha Davidson, Jon Frankel, Andrea Kremer, Soledad O'Brien, David Scott
Editors
Ramon Arias, Stuart Ash, Tres Driscoll, Michael Perry
Host
Bryant Gumbel

OUTSTANDING ESPORTS CHAMPIONSHIP COVERAGE

The International 10 - Dota2 Championship

Team Spirit vs PSG.LGD

Executive Producer
Sarah Kneller
Producer
Marina Mackrow
Director
Jeremy Green
Operations Producer
Thad Wharton
Associate Directors
Nick Maggiore, Eric Strand
Editors
Scott Leberecht, Matt Lee, Joey Schober
World Feed Producer
Ross Miller
World Feed Director
Glen Wilhelm
OUTSTANDING SHORT DOCUMENTARY

NFL 360

Mark Pattison: Searching for the Summit

Executive Producers
David Jurenka, Mike Muriano, Mark Quenzel, Brian Rolapp, Hans Schroeder, Charlie Yook
Senior Coordinating Producer
Dallas Hitchcock
Coordinating Producers
Trent Cooper, Mike Derouin
Senior Producers
Phil Guidry, Mark Liskevych, Staci Strickland
Producers
Mike Altstadt, Savannah Wilson, Stephanie Yang
Director
Ryan Travis
Associate Producers
Kate Espejo, Gladys Magana, Bryan Smaller
Cinematographers
Cokie Berenyi, Dakota Diel, Kristin Harila, Garret Madison, Cooper Morton, Mark Pattison, Aidan Petershack, Terray Sylvester, Ryan Travis, Kevin Walsh
Editor
Stephanie Yang

OUTSTANDING LONG DOCUMENTARY

The Alpinist

Executive Producers
Scott Bradfield, Josh Lowell, Philipp Manderla
Producer
Ben Bryan
Directors
Peter Mortimer, Nick Rosen
Cinematographers
Jonathan Griffith, Brett Lowell, Austin Siadak
Editors
Joshua Steele Minor, Fernando Villena
Co-Producers
Isabella Franca, Clark Fyans, Mike Negri, Chad Stanley

Netflix
[Red Bull Media House]
OUTSTANDING DOCUMENTARY SERIES

Man in the Arena
Tom Brady
ESPN+
[ESPN | Religion of Sports | 199 Productions | NFL Films]

Executive Producers
Tom Brady, Gotham Chopra, John Dahl, Patrick Kelleher, Ross Ketover, Brian Lockhart, Burke Magnus, Brian Rolapp, Lindsay Rovegno, Ameeth Sankaran, Connor Schell, Hans Schroeder
Co-Executive Producer
Meghan Cirillo
Senior Coordinating Producer
Ken Rodgers
Supervising Producer
Joe Zucco
Producers
Torey Champagne, Gilad Haas, Stephanie Jones, Erik Ledrew, Giselle Parets, Jaclyn Reilly, Scott Siebers
Segment Producers
Brian Rosenfeld, Jeremy Saidel
Directors
Gotham Chopra, Erik Ledrew
Associate Producers
Andrew Distler, Scott Frankel, Irving Gomez
Cinematographer
Yuki Noguchi
Editors
Brady Hammes, Sean Horvath, Alex Trudeau Viriato
Co-Producers
Ben Rawitz, Alex Trudeau Viriato

OUTSTANDING DOCUMENTARY SERIES – SERIALIZED

Formula 1: Drive to Survive
Netflix
[Box to Box Films]

Executive Producers
Laurence Anthony, James Gay-Rees, Ian Holmes, Paul Martin
Co-Executive Producer
Tom Williams
Senior Producers
Robin O’Sullivan, Nonuk Walter
Supervising Producers
Milly Beddard, Emily Freshwater, Tom Rogers
Senior Director
Martin Webb
Directors
Nick Hardie, James Routh, Joost Van Der Valk, Rob Wills
Cinematographers
Ed Edwards, Jaimie Gramston, Jean-Louis Schuller
OUTSTANDING STUDIO SHOW - WEEKLY

Inside the NBA on TNT

Executive Producer
Craig Barry
Senior Coordinating Producers
Tara August, Tim Kiely, Jeremy Levin, Matt Mosteller, Albert Vertino, Drew Watkins
Coordinating Producer
Deaton Bell
Senior Producers
Chris Bloxom, Tyler Lassiter, Craig Murray, Chris Perkins
Supervising Producers
James Glenn, Sarah Phillips, Tyler Price, Jordan Shorthouse, Ben Spitalnick
Producers
Rita Baldwin, Brittany Hardy, Danilo Lobo Dias, Mike Moore, Keith Robinson, Brian Sterling, David Trager, Kyle Wells, Alix Wells, Torrence Wilson
Segment Producer
Larry Lacksen
Highlight Producers
Darrell Bernardo, Marisa Collier
Senior Coordinating Director
Steve Fiorello
Director
Lee Mabry
Associate Producers
Erron Banks, Joanie Barry, Breanne Espina Kempner, Donzelli Floyd, Shawn Gerchicoff, Jason Ingram, Franklin Kao, Michael Kaplan, Ann Lutzenkirchen, Lynda Mariaia, Jeff Marta, Audrey Martin, Sarah Meneely, Garett Montgomery, Bridget Morris, Olivia Scarlett, Brooke Scarpelli, Salim Sobers, Kim Titone, Chandler Traub, Joe Underhill, Morgan Weinbrecht, Michele Zarzaca
Operations Producer
Quentin Johnson
Associate Directors
Morgan Allison, Chasitie Bradford, Dan Leroux, Chase Oliver, Charlie Owens, Andrew Prezioso, Jesse Vogel

OUTSTANDING STUDIO SHOW – DAILY

Good Morning Football

Executive Producers
Tim Brown, Michael Davies, Craig Germain, Tammy Johnston, David Jurenka, Shara Kabakow, Mike Muriano, Mark Quenzel, Brian Rolapp, Hans Schroeder, Charlie Yook
Coordinating Producers
Bill Hentschel, Alexandra Matcham
Producers
Kwabena Agyemang, Victoria Edwards, Mark Grillo, Matthew Hamilton, Dan Omahen, Taylor Pawloski, Chris Schwarz, Jeff Wheatley, David Ziplow

(continued)
**OUTSTANDING STUDIO SHOW - LIMITED RUN**

Inside The NBA on TNT: Playoffs  

TNT

**Executive Producer**  
Craig Barry

**Senior Coordinating Producers**  
Tara August, TimKiely, Jeremy Levin, Matt Mosteller, Albert Vertino, Drew Watkins

**Coordinating Producer**  
Deaton Bell

**Senior Producers**  
Chris Bloxom, Tyler Lassiter, Craig Murray, Chris Perkins

**Supervising Producers**  
James Glenn, Sarah Phillips, Tyler Price, Jordan Shorthouse, Ben Spitalnick

**Producers**  
Rita Baldwin, Mitchell Glass, Brittany Hardy, Danilo Lobo Dias, Mike Moore, Keith Robinson, Brian Sterling, David Trager, Kyle Wells, Alix Wells, Torrence Wilson

**Segment Producer**  
Larry Lacksen

**Highlight Producers**  
Darrell Bernardo, Marisa Collier

**Senior Coordinating Director**  
Steve Fiorello

**Director**  
Lee Mabry

**Associate Producers**  
Erron Banks, Joanie Barry, Matt Dagostino, Breanne Espina Kempner, Donzell Floyd, Shawn Gerchicoff, Jason Ingram, Franklin Kao, Michael Kaplan, Ann Lutzenkirchen, Lynda Maria, Jeff Marta, Audrey Martin, Sarah Meneely, Garett Montgomery, Bridget Morris, Hammond Reynolds, Olivia Scarlett, Brooke Scarpelli, Salim Sobers, Kim Titone, Chandler Traub, Joe Underhill, Morgan Weinbrecht, Michele Zarzaca

**Operations Producer**  
Quentin Johnson

**Associate Directors**  
Morgan Allison, Chasitie Bradford, Reggie King, Brian Kirchdoerfer, Michael Kvam, Dan Leroux, Chase Oliver, Charlie Owens, Andrew Prezioso, Jesse Vogel
OUTSTANDING JOURNALISM

E: 60

Alive: The Drew Robinson Story

Executive Producers
Michael Baltierra, Andy Tennant

Coordinating Producers
Vin Cannamela, Robbin Dunn, Heather Lombardo

Feature Producer
Martin Khodabakhshian

Associate Producers
Megan Anderson Rinaldi, Alex Eliasof, Quinton Zielke

 Correspondent
Jeff Passan

Cinematographer
Dustin Farrell

Editor
Warren Wolcott

OUTSTANDING SHORT FEATURE

The NFL Today

The Move

Executive Producers
David Berson, Harold Bryant, Sean McManus

Senior Coordinating Producer
Tyler Hale

Producers
Gareth Hughes, Drew Kaliski

Director
Peter Radovich, Jr.

Associate Producers
Dave Anerella, Alex Loschiavo, Ellis Williams

Cinematographer
Matt Furuta

Editor
Anthony Cortese
OUTSTANDING LONG FEATURE

NFL 360
Through the Ashes: The Story of Black Wall Street

Executive Producers
Angela Ellis, David Jurenka, Mark Quenzel, Brian Rolapp, Hans Schroeder, Charlie Yook
Senior Coordinating Producer
Dallas Hitchcock
Coordinating Producers
Trent Cooper, Mike Derouin, Anthony Smith
Senior Producers
Rose Garcia, Phil Guidry, Staci Strickland
Producers
Mike Altstadt, Julian Gooden, Lisa Higuchi, Reid Peters, David Singer, Ryan Travis
Director
Julian Gooden
Associate Producers
Tiffany Alcaraz, Gladys Magana, Gabrielle Ntsumi, Bryan Smaller
Associate Director
Aidan Petershack
Correspondent
Tyler Lockett
Cinematographers
Dakota Diel, Ryan Travis
Editor
Reid Peters

OUTSTANDING OPEN/TEASE

NHL on ESPN
Harmony

Executive Producers
Michael Baltierra, Mark Gross, Mike McQuade, Andy Tennant
Coordinating Producer
Linda Schulz
Supervising Producers
Vin Cannamela, Heather Lombardo
Producers
Mike Farrell, John N. Minton III
Associate Producers
Megan Anderson Rinaldi, Scott Cikowski, Madeline Rundlett
Cinematographers
Tommy Bartlett, Mike Bollacke, Bryan Brousseau, Ian McGrew
Editor
Michael Sciallis
OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE - EVENT COVERAGE

Games of the XXXII Olympiad

Executive Producers
Peter Bevacqua, Richard Cordella, Yiannis Exarchos, Sam Flood, Mark Lazarus, Jenny Storms, Gary Zenkel

Coordinating Producers
Jen Brown, Rebecca Chatman, David Gabel, Joe Gesue, Darryl Jefferson, Mark Levy

Senior Producers

Supervising Producers
Marsha Bird, Peter Diamond, Dt Slouffman

Producers

Feature Producers
Maria Harutunian, Boyajian Marissa, David Picker

Coordinating Director
Michael Sheehan

Senior Directors
David McLary, Glenn Morris, Christina Tanaka

Directors
Chip Adams, Matt Celli, Kristen Coleman, Naman Diwaker, Susan King, Patrick McManus

Associate Producers

(continued)

Operations Producers
Jarrett Frazier, Matthew Millington

Associate Directors
Amy Kimball, Dan Masi

OUTSTANDING INTERACTIVE EXPERIENCE - ORIGINAL PROGRAMMING

NBA on TNT Tuesday

Executive Producer
Craig Barry

Senior Coordinating Producers
Tara August, Tim Kiely, Jeremy Levin

Coordinating Producers
Ann Lutzenkirchen, Tyler Price

Senior Producers
Michael Kaplan, Audrey Martin

Producers
Lawrence Lacksen, Matt Mansfield, Andrew Prezioso, Chandler Traub

Senior Coordinating Director
Steve Fiorello

Directors
Bridget Morris, Matt Wickline

Associate Producers
Morgan Allison, Asia Brown, Abby Stolz

Associate Directors
Amir Anderson, Lashea Echols, Odni Lim, Patrick Rossano
OUTSTANDING DIGITAL INNOVATION

MLB Home Run Derby
MLB XR
MLB AR | VR Apps

[MLB Network ]

Executive Producers
Marc Caiafa, Jamie Leece, Chris Mallory, Robert McGlarry, Bill Morningstar

Senior Coordinating Producer
Douglas Jaclin

Coordinating Producer
Daniel Coldwell

Senior Producer
Steven Heimbold

Producers
Ron Anderson, Paul Calhoun, Zaac Christopher, Dan Clark, Stephen Cox, Edward Di Geronimo, Kamil Durzynski, Geoffrey Erickson, Marc Florestant, Andrew Gomez, Ian Harmand, Brett Kaplan, Vanessa Le, Te Liu, Chris Makris, Matt McEnemerney, Matthew Oelbaum, Micah Rollins, Aj Sinker, Dan Trass, Glenn White, Keith Wilson

Senior Directors
Daniel Blanchard, Michael Furno, Jason Hedgcock

Directors
Stephanie Perone, Jeremy Pope, Robert Quist, Alexander Reyna, Jason Schreiber

Senior Associate Producers
Kayla Bliesener, Andrew Dotter, Kenneth C. Prue, Tim Whitney

Associate Producers
Joseph Crawford, Darien Dawes, Alex Fast, Brandon Gil, Aby Michael, Moses Nunez

Associate Director
Nick Nolan

OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/STUDIO HOST

Mike Tirico

NBC

OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/PLAY-BY-PLAY

Mike Breen

ABC

OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/STUDIO ANALYST

Nate Burleson

CBS | CBS Sports Network | Nickelodeon | NFL Network
OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/SPORTS EVENT ANALYST
Cris Collinsworth  NBC

OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/REPORTER
Holly Rowe  ESPN | ESPN2 | ABC

OUTSTANDING PERSONALITY/EMERGING ON-AIR TALENT
Malika Andrews  ESPN

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL TEAM EVENT
College Football National Championship  ESPN
Alabama Crimson Tide vs. Georgia Bulldogs

Technical Supervisors

Technical Directors
Ross Flagg, Bob Yodice, John Zipay

Electronic Camera Persons

Graphics Operators
Drew Breese, Craig Dutra, Thomas Grow

Senior Audio Engineers
Devin Barnhart, Dan Bernstein, Greg Fowler, Thom Mangan, Steve Yoder

Audio Engineers
Tim Bischof, Aaron Lang, Alex Meszaros, Shawn Peacock, Kale Sallee, Eric (continued)
Audio Assistants
Jon Beil, Mike Brown, Joel Cook, Carlos Garcia, Chase Hayes, Michael Hogg, Jerry Hooper, Keith Marrero, Sumner Thompson

Digital Replay Operators
Sam Abramson, Mike Allen, Shan Amin, Logan Boren, Mike Campana, Ryan Conrey, Matt Crole, Jim Dove, George Dunmore, Nathaniel Flynn-Ryan, Stan Francois, Ryan Gemmel, Jason Kalish, Brian Lowe, David Paulson, Mike Pelkey, Anatoly Skuratovskiy, Steve Smyrl

Senior Maintenance Engineers

Video Engineers
Jd Alquist, Justin Avery, Daniel Babich, Quintavious Benton, Julius Bolton, Al Bonilla, Jeff Brown, Matt Butler, Darion Chappell, Gary Demarco, Jim Dilley, Mark Dreckmann, Juan Enriquez, Cameron Epperson, Steve Griswold, Chris Halloran, Shawn Harman, Terrence Henderson, Willie Howell, John Janke, Rick Jones, Max Kaura, Jason Kay, Mario Martinez, Patrick Connaughtey, Mark McGee, Don Mills, Anthony Mount, Robert Ormaas, Todd Parsons, Michael Price, rocky Romero, Jeremy Rosenstein, Thomas Ruth, Calvin Savage, Scott Secrest, Peter Sichko, Katy Symanovich, Mike Todd, Jason Tuska, Mike Wagstaff, Joshua Wiggins, Steve Zelem

Broadcast Media Managers
Lindsay Bohlen, Brian Burney, Kevin Gauthier, Kylene Hamulak, Hector Hernandez, Tatianna Montalvo, Oscar Serrano, Ryan Wentworth, Adam Whitlock

Broadcast Network Engineers
Norman Barajas, Stadar Heng, John Iovino, Zachary Moline, Vance Piccin, Brian Reguly, DJ Rockwell, Anthony Valenti, Alex Ward

OUTSTANDING TECHNICAL TEAM STUDIO

Super Bowl LVI Pregame Show

Technical Supervisors
Widmer, Errol Windham, Linda Wroblewski, Molly Zampano Kuchta

**Senior Technical Directors**
Brad Woodall, Sebastian Zeplien

**Technical Directors**
Corey Boudreau, Joseph Cook, Joseph Givens, Robert Lafonty, Michael Nice, Christine Pastore, Myles Rich, Adrianna Shotyk

**Electronic Camera Persons**
Carl Alaimo, Dave Arnold, Kenton Barber, Vincent Bove, Mike Bozell, Kevin Bray, Mika Brown, Bryan Cheney, Frank Ciliberto, Steve Clements, Gary D’Amaro, Caleb Descognets, Grant Dobbins, Chad Drain, Chase Ellison, Dan Erbeck, Mike Germond, Chuck Goslin, Manny Gutierrez, Scott Herde, Anthony Ioannou, Michael Izquierdo, Chris Kisner, Ian Kosmaczewski, Wade Latz, Dave Linarello, Garrett Mann, Aaron Mendez, Steve Minnick, Charles Montgomery, Taylor Morrison, John Murphy, Ted Nelson, Tim O’Neill, Kevin Paschal, Lucas Rogalski, Scott Shaule, Jackson Smith, Tom Stone, Marquee Tyler, Nick Utley, Jeff Vaughn, Ray Wenzel, Jr., Mike Wimberley, Jeff Zachary

**Graphics Operators**
Chris Butler, Joel Calvin, Michael Carangelo, Bo Cordle, Terry Daily, Chris Dupre, Shawn Hendrickson, Catherine Krebs, Valencia Kuykendall, Jacob Laplante, Michael Peluso, Denny Poon, Matt Rasey, Todd Regenbogen, Paul Simundich, Bob Staak, Jr., Alexander Suarez, Denis Tskhadaia, Dan Weisbard

**Lighting Directors**
Geoffrey Amoral, Karim Badwan, Steve Brill, David Cook, Justyn Davis, Mike Grabowski, Chris Hibbard, Caroline Jannace, Alex Kyle Dipierthropaolo, Paul Lohr, Elizabeth Mahoney, Dave Mann, Michael Niceswanger, Jeff Ravitz, James Reilly, John Reynolds, Sean Riley, Angelo Sangiulolo, Dennis Size, Dan Wekselblatt

**Senior Audio Engineers**
Rick Bernier, Florian Brown, Michael Dicrescenzo, Brian Dicrescenzo, Patrick Martin, Eric Paige

**Audio Engineers**
George Acker, Chris Acker, Jeff Barwise, Shep Berkon, Jesse Bermudez, Dan Bouza, Brian Brooker, Jay Carrie, Keith Chirgwin, Larry Cirillo, Tom Clausen, Mike Duke, Billy Gardner, Dee Gele, Steve Hanks, Jeremy Hogue, Anthony Johnson, Kevin Lishawa, Phil Magagni, David Meehl, Shawn Peacock, Patricia Reilly, Adam Rodenberg, Joe Rohm, Alberto Romero, Mike Rotolo, Simon Thomsen, Gianluca Trombetta, Rob Vozza, Eric Williams, Abbie Worsfold

**Audio Assistants**
Noah Alexander, Neil Munroe, Tim Polese, Jose Smith, Ron Thompson

**Digital Replay Operators**
Jason Alpert, Trish Dakshaw, Matt De Hoyos, Susan Dyke, Chris Gariglio, Tom Gnocchi, Erin Hagopian, Jack Hochman, Kevin Jingeleski, Brandon Klein, Tom Kruc, Ryan Lenihan, Brian Longenecker, Rebecca Pepe, Jesse Radford, Tami Ruddy, Lamont Smith, Brandon Svitak, Pete Tomlinson, Cameron White

**Video Engineers**
Mike Barsky, Cash Borowski, Oliver Bosill, Robert Brandofino, Ben Brubaker, JC Castro, Jourdan Chiavaro, Jim Christie, Peter Cisario, Franco Coello, Tom Corigliano, Vince Cuviello, Kyle Douglas, Tim Farrell, Anthony Federowicz, Jeff Goldberg, Frank Grisanti, Chris Halloran, Tony Hamilton, Andrew Heineman, Zach Houser, Quinton Lamonica, Kevin Lantz, Steve Leotta, Cian Murray, Desmond Neal, Brian Neher, Jeff Osborne, Bernard Russo, Bill Steinberg
OUTSTANDING CAMERA WORK - SHORT FORM

The NFL Today
The Move

Director of Photography
Thom McCallum
Camerapersons
Jeff Fisher, Matt Furuta

CBS

OUTSTANDING CAMERA WORK - LONG FORM

The Ultimate Run

Director of Photography
Christoph Thoresen
Cinematographers
Michael Haunschmidt, Lukas Kusstatscher, Sven Lerjen, Alexander Meliss, Torge Nagel, Julian Pintarelli, Daniel Schiessl, Martin Venier, Jonas Vieider

Red Bull TV
[LOS & Sons GmbH]

OUTSTANDING EDITING - SHORT FORM

NFL 360
Ode to South Central

Editor
Stephanie Yang

NFL Network

OUTSTANDING EDITING - LONG FORM

TIGER

Editors
Nicholas Biagetti, Matthew Hamachek, Daniel Koehler, Monica Yuen

HBO | HBO Max
[Jigsaw Productions | Our Time Projects]

THE DICK SCHAAP OUTSTANDING WRITING AWARD - SHORT FORM

NFL 360
Ode to South Central

Writers
Julian Gooden, Marcia McKenna

NFL Network
OUTSTANDING WRITING - LONG FORM

MLB Tonight
The Say Hey Kid at 90

MLB Network
Writer
Tom Verducci

OUTSTANDING MUSIC DIRECTION

NHL on ESPN
Harmony

ESPN
Producers
Mike Farrell, John N. Minton III, Michael Sciallis
Associate Producers
Megan Anderson Rinaldi, Scott Cikowski, Madeline Rundlett
Music Directors
Claude Mitchell, Kevin Wilson
Composer
Bob Christianson

OUTSTANDING AUDIO/SOUND - LIVE EVENT

FOX MLB

FOX | FS1
Senior Audio Engineers
Mark Antcliffe, Jason Blood, Joe Carpenter, Matt Huff, Michael Mason, Loren Sherman
Audio Engineers
Alex Alleva, Jeff Barwise, Paul Bouzar, Jonathan Campos, Andre Carabajal, Peter Clark, Bobby Diaz, Peter Erskine, Fred Ferris, Joel Groeblinghoff, Richard Headen, David Heftelfinger, Jason Knapp, Brian Lally, Tim Lewis, Anthony Lomastro, Marc Majerus, John Mureddu, Ryan O’Gorman, Greg Pavis, Frank Rafka, Brian Ready, Mike Rew, Michael Rew, Atiba Riley, Matt Rossetti, Andy Rostron, Zachary Vick, Steven Wagoner

OUTSTANDING AUDIO/SOUND - POST-PRODUCED

NCAA March Madness
Made for Madness
Senior Audio Engineer
David Henshaw
OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN - EVENT/SHOW

Games of the XXXII Olympiad

Senior Graphic Designers
David Barton, Wade Echer, Mark Levy, David Melfi, John Schleef

Graphic Designers

OUTSTANDING GRAPHIC DESIGN – SPECIALTY

The Portal

Senior Graphic Designers
Adam Dunn, Drew Watkins

Graphic Designer
Stephanie Chan

Senior Animator
Nelson Brown

Animators
Jilmar Altamirano, Jason Anastas, Shariam Arpi, Aerik Bertulfo, Leanne Cutler, Jose De Lara, Farley Fite II, J. Yurika Imai, Brian Kelso-Gillespie, Benjamin Lin, Chris Mayne, Jose Munoz, Blake Rainey, Warren Seeley, Darrell Vasquez, Jorge Vigara, Tyler White, Logan Wong

Outstanding Studio Or Production Design/Art Direction

Welcome To NBA Lane

Production Designers
Scott Falconer, Laurin Guthrie

Art Directors
Frances Hernandez, Johana Martinez, Chanae Reed

Creative Directors
Steve Horn, Mina Mikhael

NBA Social

[Translation | Superprime]
THE GEORGE WENSEL TECHNICAL ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

NFL on CBS

RomoVision

Innovators
Alvin Anol, Komal Bhukhanwala, Jason Cohen, Michael Francis, Elizabeth Graham, Rajiv Maheswaran, Joshua Mendoza, Ross Molloy, Drew Simon, Craig Stevens

OUTSTANDING PROMOTIONAL ANNOUNCEMENT

FOX College Football

Big Noon Energy

Executive Producers
Robert Gottlieb, Eric Shanks, Mark Silveman, Brad Zager
Senior Coordinating Producer
Bill Battin
Coordinating Producers
Keith Hritz, Claudina Mercado
Senior Producer
Sloane Skala
Producers
Tracy Broaddus, Justin Greenlee, Aimee Leone
Coordinating Director
Blake Danforth
Senior Director
Gary Van Dzura
Director
Julian Acosta
Associate Producers
Alyssa Beltran, Samantha Perez, Mary-Hollis Williams
Audio Engineers
Mic Brooling, Christopher Fina
Editors
Thomas Hok, Sophie Soloman, Michael Wadsworth
Music Director
Nicole De La Torriente
Graphic Designers
David Kerman, David Lebensfeld, Kevin Prendiville, Andrew Woolley
Creative Director
Evan Mathis
OUTSTANDING PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT/CAMPAIGN

#StrongerTogether
What Agnes Saw

Olympics.com
[Olympic Channel | Dirty Robber]

Executive Producers
Mary Byrne, Yiannis Exarchos, Greg Groggel, Mark Parkman, Lars Silberbauer, Jasper Thomlinson, Chris Uettwiller

Producers
Jamie Baker, Catherine Greene, Matt McKie, Yvette Michael, Katie White

Directors
Martin Desmond Roe, Travon Free

Associate Producer
Shannon Haddock

Editors
Sean Horvath, Colin Lupe, Brett Nicoletti

Music Director
Dan Rosen

Camera Persons
Matyas Erdely, Jessica Young

OUTSTANDING STUDIO SHOW IN SPANISH

Games of the XXXII Olympiad

Telemundo

Executive Producers
Roberto Pardo, Claudio Prizont, Christopher Suarez-Meyers, Eli Velazquez, Ray Warren

Coordinating Producers
Ivel Alfaro-Calvo, Enrique Bertran, Diego Cichero, Adrian Costas, Igino Mancini

Senior Producer
Sebastián Fernández

Producers
Francisco Javier Alvarez, Kaziro Aoyama, Helberth Ariza, Ilia Arroyo, Juan Barsanti, Víctor Bermúdez, Andres Blanco, Veronica Bornacelli, Jorge Calvo, Ivan Carrillo, Enrique Castillo, Fernando Cevallos, Laura Couto, Jose Luis Espinosa, Félix Fariñas, Alejandro Flores, Diego Garces, Facundo Gioffre, SusanaLOOR, Vivian Maduro, Eduardo Malarria, Susanna Martin Del Campo, Damaris Palma, Jaime Peñalosa Chapaprieta, Maria Cristina Pinilla, Pedro Pontillo, Diego Reyes, Michael Rivera, Joe Rodríguez, Adriano Roig, Randy Romero, Juan Jose Sayago, Ariel Tellez, Carlos Uzcategui, Claudia Vasquez, Monica Vega, Edgar Yanez, Indira Yanez, Camilo Zas

Director
Ulises Garcia

Associate Producers
Miguel Anes-Salaverria, Allys Becerra, Iliana Bermudez, Mariana Carles Villegas, Maritza Diaz, Alex Fraga, Graciela Galvez, Graciela Galvez, Fabian Galvis, Gabriela Guez, Michael Lopez-Merlos, Andres Martinez, Gabriel Pirille, Fabio Pizzo, Miguel Querales, Duber Quintero, Tatiana Rodriguez Villegas

Operations Producers
Danielle Bassett, Iris Castro, Alexis Sweeting, Tania Torrez
OUTSTANDING FEATURE STORY IN SPANISH

Greenland

New York

Executive Producers
Rodolfo Martinez, Edgardo Mattei

Coordinating Producer
Edgardo Mattei

Producers
Edgardo Corradetti, Martin Fradkin

Field Producer
Tomas Ferraro

Director
Martin Fradkin

Associate Producers
Guillermo Gonzalez, Vilma Alejandra Obando

Associate Directors
Juan Irigoyen, Gerald Lee, Alejandro Paredes

Editor
Daniela Benedetti

OUTSTANDING ON-AIR PERSONALITY IN SPANISH

Adriana Monsalve

Univision | TUDN